
How to make a Microwave Cooking Bag

Microwave Cooking Bag (AKA Potato bags) make everything microwaved in them cook
faster and fresher.  Potatoes are light and fluffy, tortilla shells are moist, corn on the cob
is crisp and fresh, reheated rolls are just perfect.  These bags are easy to make and
perfect for gifts!

To make a Microwave Cooking Bag, you will need two 10" x 22" pieces of cotton fabric
(one for the outside of the bag and one for the inside) and a 10" x 22" piece of Warm
Tater batting.  (http://quiltbug.com/batting/quilt-batting.htm#warm-tater)  Do not use
a fabric that has metallic accents - this is going in a microwave, don’t forget! 

Place the two pieces of fabric right sides together on top of the batting.  Sew a seam
along three of the four of the sides.  Turn right side out with the batting in the middle,
just like it was a pillow.  Fold under the fabric on the open side and machine stitch it
close.  You can use your fancy machine stitches here, or maybe add a decorative ribbon.

You now have a piece of batted fabric with all the seams enclosed.  You can quilt this
piece if you like - why not try some stippling in a potato shape?  Just don’t use any
thread with metal in it. 

On the right side (the outside fabric) of your batting sandwich, fold one end up to about
the middle.  Fold the other end down and overlap the first end slightly.  Pin in place
along the side and sew.  Turn inside out, poke out the corners, and you are done!  Wash
and dry your potato bag before first use. Don’t use fabric softener.

To use, just place your items in the pocket and put the whole thing in the microwave
with the opening on the turntable. Make sure the bag must be at least one inch away
from the walls and door of the microwave.  If your microwave doesn’t have a turntable,
you will need to manually rotate the bag during the cooking process to avoid hot spots. 

If you are using the bag for potatoes, you should wash them first but it is not necessary
to poke them.  Depending on your microwave, two large potatoes or yams will take
about 8 - 10 minutes.  Corn on the cob should be prewashed with the husk and silk
removed.  Two large corn on the cobs will take about 4 - 6 minutes.  

Keep an eye on your microwave when using the bag as your times will vary.  Don’t leave
it unattended.  Always follow manufacturers instructions. 

Enjoy your Microwave Cooking Bag!
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